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paginas formais The Facebook Document Viewer is a web browser that allows you to view a wide variety of.Q: Making a query run twice when using cursor and dynamic sql I am running a query which brings back some results which I can see in my query window, however the results I am getting
back seem to be incorrect. If I run the query with the cursor and.fetchall() it brings back the right number of rows but the columns are wrong. Here is my code to show the issue: import pandas as pd import sqlite3 import time datafile = "test.db" file_handle = open(datafile, "rb") reader =
sqlite3.BinaryReader(file_handle) sql_columns = [sqlite3.Column(column) for column in reader.columns] sql_columns.extend([""]*(5-len(sql_columns))) file_handle.close() sql_query = "SELECT * FROM (SELECT " + str(sql_columns) + ")" cursor = sqlite3.connect(datafile) cursor.execute(sql_query)
start = time.time() f = pd.DataFrame(cursor.fetchall()) end = time.time() print("Current time is: %s, the fetchall took: %s" % (end - start, end - start)) print(f) I am only trying to understand why my cursor is bringing back incorrect data. Please could you tell me where I am going wrong? A: I can't say
whether the following is correct or not. But, if you change your code this way, your problem would be solved. import pandas as pd import sqlite3 import time datafile = "test.db" file_handle = open(datafile, "rb") reader = sqlite3.BinaryReader(file_handle) sql_columns = [sqlite3.Column(column) for
column in reader.columns] sql_columns.extend([""]*(5-len(sql_columns))) file_handle.close() sql_query = "SELECT * FROM (SELECT " + str(
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